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Week of January 4th, 2021

S&P 500 closes 2020 at a fresh all time high with 3800 in
sight

The S&P 500 closed the week 1.43% higher, at 3756, closing the year up 16.26% in one of the most volatile and unprecedented years in history. After hitting YTD declines of
above 30% in March, the recovery in the S&P 500 has been
remarkable to say the least, and we believe that this momentum will carry over into the New Year. As we kick off
January, we first turn to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
which markets continue to look past due to the emergence
of a vaccine just one month ago. According to Johns Hopkins, the 7-day average of percentage of positive cases in
the United States has risen to 12.2%, the highest reading
since May 2020. While this in theory is a strongly bearish
development, we continue to believe that markets will look
past the pandemic over the short run and push to fresh
all time highs into the end of January. The biggest risk to
markets right now in respect to the pandemic is a potential hiccup in the rollout of the vaccine which is inevitable.
In fact, the CDC was expecting 20 million doses administered by January 1st, but that reading was just around 2
million. Therefore, we do expect a correction over the medium term but fundamentally believe that it makes sense
to ride this wave higher over the short run. Also adding to
upside last week was the passing of a stimulus bill and the

Fed’s continued support through quantitative easing and a
prolonged period of low interest rates. We believe that momentum from these fundamental developments will also
carry over into the week ahead and help drive the S&P 500
to 3800 over the next two weeks. When turning to the technical picture, we see the textbook style upward trending
channel holding at 3680 on December 22nd and another
higher low was formed last week at ~3720 support. We also
see uptrend support in the 4H RSI leading higher with upward divergence and a strong bounce off the support line at
~61 last week. Somewhat concerning however is the close
above the daily and 4H top Bollinger Band, at 3754, which
likely means we need some consolidation before the next
leg higher can occur. After entering long positions again
last week at 3730, we look to maintain long positions in the
week ahead with a strong emphasis on the need for early consolidation. This will allow the top Bollinger Band to
shift toward 3780-3800 and then the S&P 500 can follow.
Overall, our outlook is to “ride the wave until it begins to
collapse” and there will be many clear signs when the wave
is ready to collapse. We are not there yet however. Therefore, we are bullish with a 3800 target and 3670 stop-loss
as the move into uncharted territory continues swiftly.
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WTI crude ends 2020 with 20%
loss despite recent rally

Natural gas marks best yearly
gain since 2016

WTI crude (February 2021) closed the week 0.27% higher,
at $48.44, ending the year nearly 20% lower but making a
stunning comeback from negative territory for the first time
in history. Much like the S&P 500, the crude oil markets have
been all about the vaccine optimism with hope that demand
will be restored to pre-pandemic levels sooner than expected.
Also adding to upside in WTI crude was the downward spiral in the U.S. Dollar (DXY) which helped prop all U.S. Dollar
denominated commodity markets over the last few months.
As we look ahead, our fundamental narrative for WTI crude
is identical to that of the S&P 500. We expect early-2021 momentum to drive prices higher until the first hiccup is met in
the administration of the largest ever global vaccine initiative.
Last week, the weekly active rig count in the United States rose
by 3 to 267 total active rigs which hindered upside on Wednesday, but is not a significant point of concern for our long positions at this time. When looking at the technical picture, we
see uptrend support holding all of last week, emphasizing upward momentum in the commodity. We saw a bounce off the
uptrend twice last week, at $47.59 and $47.75 and higher lows
have become a regular occurrence. We also saw the bounce
off ~58 trendline support in the daily RSI extend to ~62 last
week and the daily RSI can easily run another 10-15 points
without being severely overbought. To the upside, we see
minimal resistance until the daily top Bollinger Band at $49.38
and the top end of the long term upward trending channel at
$50.00. Finally, the daily bottom Bollinger Band continues to
shift sharply higher, now at $45.13 which is up from $35.00
just one month ago. The sharp shift higher in both the daily
top and bottom Bollinger Bands is historically a very bullish
sign for the commodity. We maintain our long positions with
a $49.50 target and $45.50 stop-loss with our $47.20 entry.

When looking at natural gas (February 2021) the commodity ended the week 0.22% lower, at $2.54, but erased a
near 10% weekly decline after weather models turned for
the better mid-last week. Two weeks ago, natural gas prices ran up to our $2.80 target promptly with a $2.806 high
marking a reversal before a drop down to $2.26 last week.
The technical landscape in the natural gas markets remains
strong despite the recent reliance on weather forecasts.
Fundamentally speaking, we have seen improvements in
weather as colder than expected temperatures slowly creep
in and we believe more upside is ahead. Currently, we have
the most bearish expectations in years priced into the natural gas markets solely because of weather and these expectations can be easily disappointed as somewhat seen
last week. Furthermore, after the drop in net speculative
long positions to 10,400 and then a rise to 17,600 last week,
we officially got the positioning washout that we have been
awaiting throughout the month of December and a more
long term bottom can form here. When turning to the
technical picture, we saw a steep cross below the daily bottom Bollinger Band on Monday, at $2.30, which is another
sign we wanted to see, and it aligned with a bounce of 32
support in the daily RSI for the fourth consecutive time.
The RSI has already led higher to ~46 on Thursday and we
believe it will run to ~60 resistance quickly into January.
The daily top Bollinger Band stands well out of the way,
at $2.80, and minimal resistance exists before $2.80 from
a price perspective. Therefore, we are looking to maintain
long positions with a $2.70 target and expect a zig-zag
recovery with an initial move to $2.60 this week. To the
downside, we set our stop-loss at $2.35 which marks the
top end of channel resistance which was broken last week.
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Gold ends best year in over 10
years as Dollar collapses

Treasury yields decline despite
equities push to all time highs

Gold prices (February 2021) closed the week 0.96% higher, at $1901/oz, as the U.S Dollar Index (DXY) continued its
route below 90.00 and the inflation trade in gold continued
to provide support as another round of stimulus checks were
passed in the United States. When looking at DXY, the trend
of lower highs with lower lows has continued, with a move
off the daily bottom Bollinger Band late last week, at 89.50,
which we expect to be followed by a lower high at 90.00 this
week. Additionally, this has allowed the daily RSI to rise 10
points, now at 36, and this opens for more downside ahead.
We ultimately expect DXY to drop towards 87 in the early months of this year and continue to provide support for
gold. Fundamentally speaking, gold prices are poised for additional upside as uncertainty remains, the inflation trade is
only improving, and the Fed continues to double down on
their stance of more QE with lower rates for longer. When
turning to the technical picture for gold, the recovery off
$1770 trendline support has gone exactly as planned with
three major lows forming, the most recent being at $1860
on December 23rd. This is also accompanied by a strong
uptrend in the daily RSI, which currently stands at 59, and
leaves 11 points before the 70 overbought threshold which
is strongly bullish. As we look ahead, a move to $1950 is still
our expectation but we would first like to see the daily top
Bollinger Band shift higher from its current level at $1908.
Therefore, a period of consolidation in the $1880-$1910
range is likely before we can see a quick move to $1950.
When looking at key levels, the December 21st high at $1912
is the only key point of resistance before the top end of channel resistance, at $1950. We look to maintain long exposure
in the week ahead with a $1950 target and $1835 stop-loss.

The yield on the ten year note closed the week two basis
points lower, at 0.92%, in a relatively quiet last week of the
year for the bond markets. The biggest fundamental driver
of the bond markets last week was the passing of stimulus
by Congress as well as the general sense of uncertainty in
markets as we enter 2021. The ten year note yield has now
rejected 1.00% resistance five times in a row and it appears
that treasury yields are limited mainly due to the overwhelming dovish stance that the Fed maintains. As long
as the Fed pledges to keep interest rates lower for longer,
we continue to believe that treasury yields are capped and
rallies should be shorted. When turning to TLT, we saw a
strong push higher last week to close at $157.73, and the
bond markets completely ignored the risk-on appetite in
the equity markets. This has improved the technical setup in TLT after a bounce off the $156.00-$156.50 key demand zone went exactly as planned and this has extended the rally off trendline support in the daily RSI, at ~43.
However, we still expect the downward trending channel
stemming from the August highs to limit upside in TLT
the top end of that channel standing at $159.00 now. Also
worth noting is the recent narrowing of the daily Bollinger
Band spread to its narrowest point since October 2nd.
Therefore, we are looking to maintain our long positions
but shifting our target down from $160.00 to $159.00 with
our original $151.00 stop-loss. A rejection of $159.00 will
likely result in a week or two of technical consolidation
before a push back down to $155.00 support. However, we believe that TLT can run to $159.00 as soon as this
week and more upside will present itself over the short run
which is why we look to maintain long exposure this week.
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Keep your OPTIONS Open

1. Long S&P 500: The prolonged move
higher throughout the upward trending channel in the S&P 500 is a clear technical sign
that long positions are still warranted here.
We are now looking for a move to 3800 and
a 3670 stop-loss. In the week ahead, we
look for early consolidation to allow the top
Bollinger Band to shift up and cement the recent low at 3726 as another higher low. We
also look for near term upward momentum to
continue driving new all time highs.
2. Long WTI Crude: After dropping
quickly to our target with short positions,
we reentered long positions at $47.20 as
uptrend support was being tested and
higher lows continue to form in the commodity. In the week ahead, we look for the
daily RSI to extend its rally off ~62 support
and minimal resistance exits in price below
the daily top Bollinger Band at $49.38. We
are long with a $49.50 target and $45.50
stop-loss.
3. Long Natural Gas: Monday’s washout
down to $2.26 was the large positioning
dump and cross below the daily bottom
Bollinger Band, at $2.30, that we have
been awaiting for weeks now. With weather
shifting in a more bullish direction and the
daily RSI having 14 points to run before
~60 resistance, we are looking for a zig-zag
recovery to $2.70 with $2.60 as our checkpoint. We are long with a $2.70 target and
$2.35 stop-loss.
4. Long Gold and Gold Mining Stocks
(GDX): As DXY continues to form lower
highs and lower lows, gold prices are poised
to extend their rally in early 2020. Also adding
to fundamental bullishness is the proliferation
of the inflation trade and a strongly dovish
Fed that continues to double down on their
outlook. We also saw a higher low at $1860
and minimal resistance exists before $1950.
We expect consolidation before a quick
move to $1950 and maintain our stop-loss
at $1835.
5. Short U.S. Treasury Yields or Long
of Bonds (ETF Ticker: TLT): The bond
markets continue to ignore the push to new
all time highest with strong risk-on appetite in
the equity markets. Furthermore, the ten year
note yield has now rejected 1.00% resistance
five times as the Fed maintains lower rates for
longer. We expect a move to the top end of
downward trending channel resistance in TLT
this week, at $159.00. Our target has been
shifted from $160.00 to $159.00 and we
maintain our $151.00 stop-loss.

For this week’s options market trade,
we look at Snapchat (SNAP) which we
covered in our Chart of the Week and
look to provide a subscriber-exclusive
options setup for this week. The recovery in SNAP has been a testament to
the strength of technology stocks this
week and we expect it to continue into
early-2021. We see the upward trending
channel holding at $49.06 last week and
a near identical setup to the November
10th low that led to a 30% move higher
in just one month. Also adding to our
bullish outlook is the strong uptrend
that has formed over the last week in
the 4H RSI which we expect to hold this
week, and open for a move in the indicator to ~60. The recent rally in SNAP has
also been accompanied by fundamental
strength in the company as they build
monthly active users and finally begin
monetizing the platform in an effective
way, two things that were hindering the
stock since its IPO in early-2017. There-

fore, as long as SNAP remains above the
$49.00-$49.50 demand zone, we expect
a move to the 4H top Bollinger Band, at
$54.32, to come fairly quickly, especially if the S&P 500 extends its run into all
time high territory as we are expecting.
With that in mind, we are looking at buying the January 29th, $51.00 stroke calls
which closed last week at $2.70. While
the implied volatility on these options
is fairly high, at 63%, we believe that
current market conditions warrant this
premium and will also anchor this premium which will allow us to minimize
theta decay. The expiration date is also
just before their February 2nd earnings
call which also helps anchor the premium and limits the premium paid as
we do not have exposure to their earnings results. Overall, this appears to be a
strong risk-to-reward play of a fairly volatile technology stock which can easily
pay off if momentum continues over the
next couple weeks as we are expecting.
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